1 Introduction
==============

The assessment of classifier performance is a recurring task in machine learning and data mining, and in particular in bioinformatics applications. It assists researchers in identifying the most promising approach for the classification problem at hand. For binary classification tasks, the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve and the area under this curve (AUC-ROC) are widely accepted as a general measure of classifier performance. In many bioinformatics applications, however, positive examples are substantially less abundant than negative examples, resulting in a highly imbalanced class ratio. For instance, the number of target genes of a microRNA is substantially smaller than the number of non-target genes. In such cases, the precision-recall (PR) curve and AUC (AUC-PR) is better suited for comparing the performance of individual classifiers than the ROC curve and AUC-ROC ([@btv153-B3]).

Often, the decision for the true class labels of a given data point is arguable and, for instance, based on an arbitrary threshold for some continuous measurement or based on multiple, possibly contradictory, expert labelings. However, the choice of this threshold decisively influences classifier training and assessment. One solution to this problem is the transition from hard-labeling to soft-labeling, where each data point is assigned to both classes with a certain probability that reflects confidence in the labeling ([@btv153-B4]; [@btv153-B6]). Although soft-labeling has been used extensively for classifier training in the past, it has been neglected for classifier assessment ([@btv153-B5]).

Computing empirical AUC-PR and AUC-ROC values from a limited set of test data points requires interpolation between discrete supporting points corresponding to a series of classification threshold affecting the classification result. AUC-ROC can be computed by linear interpolation between the supporting points of the curve for hard-labeled and soft-labeled data. In contrast, [@btv153-B2] show that for AUC-PR an interpolation along the true positives is more accurate than linear interpolation for hard-labeled data, while [@btv153-B1] and [@btv153-B5] propose a more fine-grained, continuous interpolation between the supporting points of the PR curve. Only the latter can also be used for soft-labeled data ([@btv153-B5]).

In [Table 1](#btv153-T1){ref-type="table"}, we list several common R-packages for computing PR or ROC curves or their AUCs, which in some cases provide further performance measures. For PR curves, however, none of the previous packages uses the more accurate interpolation of [@btv153-B2] or the continuous interpolation of [@btv153-B1] and [@btv153-B5]. Hence, none of these packages is applicable to soft-labeled data. Table 1.R-packages for computing PR and ROC curves, and their AUCs; "both": AUC and curve can be computed; "linear": linear interpolation, "DG": interpolation of [@btv153-B2], "con.": interpolation of [@btv153-B1]; [@btv153-B5]PackageAUCPerfMeaspROC[^a^](#btv153-TF1){ref-type="table-fn"}ROCR[^b^](#btv153-TF2){ref-type="table-fn"}PRROCVersion0.3.01.2.11.7.31.0--51.1PR curve Hard-labeledNoBothNoCurveBoth InterpolationN/ALinearN/ALinearDG/con Soft-labeledNoNoNoNoBothROC curve Hard-labeledBothAUCBothBothBoth Soft-labeledNoNoNoNoBothPlottingYesStd. RYesYesYes[^3][^4]

In this article, we present the R-package PRROC, which closes both gaps by (i) using the continuous interpolation of [@btv153-B5] for computing and drawing PR curves and, by this means, (ii) enabling the computation of PR and ROC curves, and AUC-PR and AUC-ROC for soft-labeled and hard-labeled data. In addition, PRROC optionally computes curves and AUC values for the optimal, the worst and the random classifier as a reference. These references are particularly useful for (a) PR curves and (b) ROC and PR curves in case of soft-labeled data, where, for instance, the minimum and maximum AUC might differ from 0 and 1, respectively. Finally, PRROC provides a plotting function for generating publication-quality plots of PR and ROC curves.

2 Use cases
===========

In this section, we present typical applications of the PRROC R-package. Complete listings of the corresponding R-code and further examples are available in the R vignette of PRROC.

First, we consider the scenario that we developed a novel approach for a classification problem with 'hard class labels' and now want to assess its performance on an independent test dataset. Further assume that the classification scores of the data points belonging to the positive class are stored in a vector `fg`, and those of the negative class in `bg`. Using PRROC, we can compute the ROC and PR curve, respectively, by `roc<-roc.curve(fg,bg,curve=T);``pr<-pr.curve(fg,bg,curve=T); `

obtain the AUC values with print(roc); print(pr), and plot the curves with plot(roc); plot(pr). An ROC curve obtained by this procedure is shown in the left panel of [Figure 1](#btv153-F1){ref-type="fig"}. Fig. 1.Plots of ROC (left) and PR (right) curves generated by PRROC. For the ROC curve, we consider hard-labeled data and show the plotting variant with a color scale that indicates classification thresholds yielding the points on the curve. For the PR curve, we consider soft-labeled data and show a comparative plot for two classifiers as solid and dashed lines. We also include the maximal and minimal possible curves and the curve of a random classifier for the given soft-labels

Alternatively, classification scores for both classes may be stored in one joint vector (`x`) and the corresponding class labels (1/0 for positive/negative class) in another vector (`lab`). In this case, we can compute the ROC and PR curves by `roc<-roc.curve(x,weights.class0=lab,curve=T); ``pr<-pr.curve(x,weights.class0=lab,curve=T); `

Second, we consider a scenario for a classification problem with 'soft class labels', where each data point belongs to the positive class with probability *P* and to the negative class with probability (1−*P*). We assume that the classification scores are again stored in one joint vector (`x`) and the soft-labels, i.e., the probability of belonging to the positive class for each data point, in another vector (`w`). Using PRROC, we can compute the PR curve as well as the minimum and maximum curve, and the curve for the random classifier by `pr.1<-pr.curve(x,weights.class0=w,curve=T, ``max.compute=T,min.compute=T,rand.compute=T)`

Analogously, we compute the PR curve `pr.2` for another classifier and plot both curves together with the maximum and minimum curve, and the curve of the random classifier by `plot(pr.1,col=2,max.plot=T,min.plot=T, rand.plot=T,fill.area=T,auc.main=F)``;``plot(pr.2,col=3,add=T)`

A plot obtained by this procedure is shown in the right panel of [Figure 1](#btv153-F1){ref-type="fig"}. We clearly see the difference in performance of the two classifiers and may conclude that the ranking implied by the classification scores behind the solid curve reconstructs the soft-labels with greater accuracy.

3 Discussion
============

We present PRROC, an R-package for computing PR and ROC curves as well as their AUCs for soft-labeled and hard-labeled data, which may be beneficial for typical bioinformatics applications. Additionally, PRROC provides a function for plotting PR and ROC curves within R. The PRROC package provides R documentation files and a vignette.
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